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A REINFORCEMENT LEARNING APPROACH FOR

SOLVING THE MATRIX BANDWIDTH MINIMIZATION

PROBLEM
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PINTEA2

Abstract. In this paper we aim at investigating and experimentally eval-
uating the reinforcement learning based model that we have previously in-
troduced to solve the well-known matrix bandwidth minimization problem
(MBMP). The MBMP is an NP-complete problem, which is to permute
rows and columns of a matrix in order to keep its nonzero elements in
a band lying as close as possible to the main diagonal. The MBMP has
been found to be relevant to a wide range of applications including cir-
cuit design, network survivability, data storage and information retrieval.
The potential of the reinforcement learning model proposed for solving
the MBMP was confirmed by the computational experiment, which has
provided encouraging results.

1. Introduction

The MBMP is an NP-complete problem, which has been found to be rele-
vant to a wide range of applications including circuit design, network surviv-
ability, data storage and information retrieval.

Given a square matrix A = (aij)n×n, the matrix bandwidth minimization
problem consists in finding a permutation of the rows and columns of A that
keeps the nonzero elements in a band lying as close as possible to the main
diagonal ofA. The problem can be easily stated in terms of graph optimization
problem, considering a vertex for each row and a vertex for each column and
connecting vertex i to vertex j through an edge either if aij 6= 0 or aji 6=
0. This way, a graph GA is associated to the problem of minimizing the
bandwidth of matrix A and the original problem is equivalent to the problem
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of finding a labeling f of the vertices that minimizes the maximum difference
between labels of adjacent vertices inGA. The matrix bandwidth minimization
problem has been shown to be NP-complete [10].

The bandwidth minimization problem is relevant to a wide range of op-
timization applications. In solving large linear systems, Gaussian elimination
can be performed much faster on matrices with a reduced bandwidth. Band-
width minimization has also found applications in circuit design and saving
large hypertext media [13]. Other practical problems are found in data stor-
age, VLSI design, network survivability,industrial electromagnetics [5], finite
element methods for approximating solutions of partial differential equations,
large-scale power transmission systems, circuit design, chemical kinetics and
numerical geophysics [6, 7].

Reinforcement Learning (RL) [4] is an approach to machine intelligence in
which an agent can learn to behave in a certain way by receiving punishments
or rewards on its chosen actions.

We have previously introduced in [8] a theoretical reinforcement learning
based model for solving the MBMP problem. In this paper we detail our pre-
vious approach, also providing an experimental evaluation of it. The obtained
results are good enough, indicating the potential of using RL techniques for
solving the MBMP.

To our knowledge, excepting our proposal, a RL model for solving the
MBMP problem hasn’t been reported in the literature, so far.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents
existing approaches for solving the Matrix Bandwidth Minimization Problem.
The reinforcement learning model that we propose for solving the MBMP is
introduced in Section 3. Section 4 provides an experimental evaluation of the
RL approach and Section 5 contains some conclusions of the paper and future
development of our work.

2. Related Work

Because of the importance of the bandwidth minimization problem, much
research has been carried out in developing algorithms for it.

Cuthill and McKee propose in 1969 in [1] the first, best-known, stable
and simple heuristic method for MBMP. It is the well-known CM algorithm,
which used Breadth-First Search to construct a level structure of the graph. By
labeling the vertex in the graph according to a level structure, good bandwidth
minimization results are achieved in a short time. CM starts from a vertex
with minimum degree and constructs a list of vertices that is the new vertices
ordering. At each step, all the vertices that are adjacent to those already in
list are appended, in ascending degree order. As the graph is connected, the
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procedure stops when the list has |V | positions filled, V being the number of
vertices. The popular software package MatLab uses the command SYMRCM
to find a permutation of vertices with good bandwidth, based on a variation
of the Cuthill and McKee method.

The GPS algorithm proposed Gibbs, Poole and Stockmeyer in 1976 [14],
is also based on level structure. Computational results show that the GPS
algorithm is comparable to the CM algorithm in solution quality while being
several times faster.

Marti et al. have used in [6] Tabu Search for solving the the MBMP
problem. They used a candidate list strategy to accelerate the selection of
moves in the neighborhood of the current solution. Extensive experimentation
show that their Tabu Search outperforms the best-known algorithms in terms
of solution quality in reasonable time.

A GRASP with Path Relinking method given by Pinana et al. in [7] has
been shown to achieve better results than the Tabu Search procedure but with
longer running times.

Lim et al. propose in [13] a Genetic Algorithm integrated with Hill Climb-
ing to solve the bandwidth minimization problem. Computational experi-
ments show that the proposed approach achieves the best solution quality
when compared with the GPS algorithm, Tabu Search, and the GRASP with
Path Relinking methods, being faster than the latter two heuristics.

A simulated annealing algorithm is presented in [15] for the matrix band-
width minimization problem. The algorithm proposed by Tello et al. is based
on three distinguished features including an original internal representation of
solutions, a highly discriminating evaluation function and an effective neigh-
borhood.

More recently, the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic has
been used in [17, 9] in order to solve the MBMP. The ant colony system was
also hybridized in [9] with two local procedures which improve the system’s
performance.

3. A Reinforcement Learning Model for Solving MBMP

In this section we introduce the reinforcement learning model proposal for
solving the MBMP problem. The theoretical model was previously introduced
in [8] and will be detailed in this section and experimentally evaluated in
Section 4.

3.1. Reinforcement learning. Reinforcement learning is a synonym of learn-
ing by interaction [19]. During learning, the adaptive system tries some actions
(i.e., output values) on its environment, then, it is reinforced by receiving a
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scalar evaluation (the reward) of its actions. The reinforcement learning algo-
rithms selectively retain the outputs that maximize the received reward over
time. Reinforcement learning tasks are generally treated in discrete time steps.

At each time step, t, the learning system receives some representation of
the environment’s state s, it takes an action a, and one step later it receives
a scalar reward r, and finds itself in a new state s′. The two basic concepts
behind reinforcement learning are trial and error search and delayed reward
[4].

One key aspect of reinforcement learning is a trade-off between exploitation
and exploration [20]. To accumulate a lot of reward, the learning system must
prefer the best experienced actions, however, it has to try (to experience) new
actions in order to discover better action selections for the future.

3.2. Our RL model. Let us consider, in the following, that A is the symmet-
ric matrix of order n whose bandwidth has to be minimized. The assumption
that A is symmetric does not reduce the generality of the model.

We extend the set of vertices V from the graph GA associated with the
MBMP problem with a vertex denoted by s0 and connected to all other ver-
tices, i.e V = {1, 2, ..., n}

⋃
s0.

A general RL task is characterized by four components: a state space S
that specifies all possible configurations of the system; the action space A
that lists all available actions for the learning agent to perform; the transition
function that specifies the possibly stochastic outcomes of taking each action
in any state; and a reward function that defines the possible reward of taking
each of the actions.

The RL task associated to the MBMP is defined as follows:

• The state space S (the agent’s environment) consists of the extended
set of vertices V, i.e. S = V. The initial state si of the agent in
the environment is s0. A state sf ∈ S reached by the agent at a
given moment after it has visited states si, s1, s2, ...sk is a terminal
(final) state if the number of states visited by the agent in the current
sequence is n+ 1, i.e. k = n.
• The action space A is implicitly defined by a transition function be-

tween the states from S. The transition function between the states is
defined as h : S → P(S), where h(s) = {1, 2, ..., n} \ {s}, ∀s ∈ S. This
means that, at a given moment, from the state s the agent can move
in any state from S, excepting state s. We say that a state s′ that is
accessible from state s, i.e s′ ∈ h(s), is the neighbor (successor) state
of s.
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• The transitions between the states are equiprobable, the transition
probability P (s, s′) between a state s and each neighbor state s′ of s
is equal to 1

n .
• The reward function will be defined below (Formula (1)).

The MBMP formulated as a RL problem consists in training the agent to
find a path si, π1, π2, ..., πn from the initial to a final state, i.e a permutation
π of V that minimizes the matrix bandwidth. We denote by Aπ = (aπij)n·n the
matrix obtained from the initial matrix A by permuting its lines and columns
in the order π1, π2, ..., πn.

It is known that the estimated utility of a state [3] in a reinforcement
learning process is the estimated reward-to-go of the state (the sum of rewards
received from the given state to a final state). So, after a reinforcement learn-
ing process, the agent learns to execute those transitions that maximize the
sum of rewards received on a path from the initial to a final state.

As we aim at obtaining a permutation π of V = {1, 2, ..., n} that mini-
mizes the matrix bandwidth, we define the reinforcement function as follows
(Formula (1)):

• the reward received after a transition to a non terminal state is 0;
• the reward received after a transition to a final state πn after states
si, π1, π2, ...πn−1 were visited is minus the bandwidth of matrix Aπ.

(1) r(πk|si, π1, π2, ...πk−1) =

{
0 if k <> n
−maxaπij 6=0 |i− j| otherwise

,

where by r(πk|π1, π2, ...πk−1) we denote the reward received by the agent in
state πk, after it has visited states π1, π2, ...πk−1.

Considering the reward defined in Formula (1), as the learning goal is to
maximize the total amount of rewards received on a path from the initial
to a final state, it can be easily proved that the agent is trained to find a
permutation π of V = {1, 2, ..., n} that minimizes the bandwidth of matrix A.

During the training step of the learning process, the agent will determine
its optimal policy in the environment, i.e the policy that maximizes the sum
of the received rewards.

3.2.1. The training process of the MBMP agent. For training the MBMP
agent, the TD(λ) [4] algorithm is used. It is a temporal-difference (TD)
method [18] combined with eligibility traces to obtain a more general and
efficient learning method. λ refers to the use of an eligibility trace [21].

The eligibility trace is one of the basic mechanisms used in reinforcement
learning to handle delayed reward. An eligibility trace is a record of the
occurrence of an event such as the visiting of a state or the taking of an action
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[4]. By associating one of such traces to every possible action in every state, the
following temporal credit assignment is implemented: “Earlier states/actions
are given less credit for the current TD error”.

We have used the backward view of the TD(λ) algorithm and accumulating
eligibility traces. The basic idea is that on each step, the eligibility traces for
all states decay, and the eligibility trace for the one state visited on the step
is incremented by 1.

The idea of the training process is the following:

• The agent starts with some initial estimates of the states’ utilities.
• During some training episodes, the agent will experiment (using the
ε-Greedy action selection mechanism) some (possible optimal) paths
from the initial to a final state, updating the states’ utilities estimations
according to the TD(λ) algorithm.
• During the training process, the states’ utilities estimations converge

to their exact values, thus, at the end of the training process, the
estimations will be in the vicinity of the exact values.

It is proven that TD(λ) converges with probability 1 to an optimal policy
and utility function as long as all state-action pairs are visited an infinite
number of times and the policy converges in the limit to the Greedy policy
[22].

After the training step of the agent has been completed, the solution
learned by the agent is constructed by starting from the initial state and fol-
lowing the Greedy mechanism until a solution is reached. From a given state
i, using the Greedy policy, the agent transitions to an unvisited neighbor j of
i having the maximum utility value.

Consequently, the solution of MBMP reported by the RL agent is a per-
mutation π of {1, 2, ..., n} such that U(π1) ≥ U(π2) ≥ ... ≥ U(πn). By U
we have denoted the utility function whose values were learned during the
training step.

4. Computational Experiment

An experiment for evaluating the RL model proposed in Section 3 will be
presented in the following. The proposed system was implemented in Java,
using as benchmark can 24 instance from Harwell-Boeing sparse matrix col-
lection [11].

The parameter values for our implementation are as follows.

• The number of training episodes is set to 12000.
• The learning rate α ∈ [0, 1] is set to 0.01.
• The parameter indicating the use of eligibility traces λ ∈ [0, 1] is set

to 1.
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• The discount factor γ ∈ [0, 1] used for decreasing the eligibility traces
is set to 0.9.
• Regarding the ε parameter used for the epsilon-Greedy action selection

mechanism during the training step, the following strategy was used:
we have started with ε = 0.85 in order to favor exploration, then
after the training progresses ε is decreased until it reaches a value near
0, 10−5, which means that at the end of the training exploitation is
favorized.

Figure 1 depicts the training process of the MBMP agent, illustrating
how, at the end of the training, the bandwidth of the learned solution becomes
stable.

Figure 1. Results

We will compare in the following our approach with an approach that uses
ant colony systems [16, 23]. The reason for this choice is that the ant systems
can be related to reinforcement learning, as the pheromone by which the ants
communicate can be viewed as a kind of reinforcement.

An ant colony system, ACS, was proposed in [9] for solving MBMP . The
standard ACS was also hybridized with two local search mechanisms. For the
benchmark can 24, ACS algorithm has reported a bandwidth 17. Compared
with the standard ACS system, the solution reported our RL agent is better,
but is worst than the solution reported by the hybrid ACS systems.

The results obtained by our approach are promising, but may be improved
by further extensions of the proposed RL model.
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5. Conclusions and Further Work

We have investigated in this paper a reinforcement learning based model
for solving the matrix bandwidth minimization problem. The performed com-
putational experiment has provided encouraging results, indicating the poten-
tial of using reinforcement learning techniques for the solving MBMP.

Further work will be made in order to improve the proposed RL model by
investigating different reinforcement functions and by adding different local
search mechanisms in order to increase the performance. We also aim at
extending the proposed model to a distributed RL approach and at further
evaluating it.
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